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STELLAR JOCKEYS SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER
Welcome to your monthly Stellar Jockeys newsletter for September 2023.

This month's post is about Brigador Killers' narrative systems.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Storylets: What Are They?

This month's Brigador Killers development post is a look at the narrative

systems of the game. It's heavily inspired by the storylet system which will

allow us to address one of the most frequent criticisms Brigador received.

Read September's BK Dev Post

Olive Drab Everything Painting Contest
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We are currently holding the Olive Drab Everything miniature painting

contest on our discord server. Painted minis do not need to be o�cial

Stellar Jockeys pewter �gurines – if you have kitbashed a Brigador vehicle

of your own, or 3D printed a Touro you are eligible. Winners will get to

choose one of the new sets of minis that are coming to our merch store

later next month. The contest will be taking submissions until

approximately 23:00 PST on Monday October 9 2023. Please check the

pinned message in the #olive-drab-everything channel for the full details.

Community Spotlight

Flyingdebris returns to inform us that MB once topped the charts...

Despite the success of "help me dr beck" in the club scene on Mar Nosso,

things were not going well for Mech-rotic. Marvin Beck's creative

partnership with fellow Solo Norbre Brigador Griswold Fick continued to

fray. Griswold Fick strongly believed that the song would have rhymed

better if based on his name. This resentment would continue to grow,

culminating in Beck and Fick splitting ways after Fick wrote their group's

next hit single "Beck don't have sex with your Mechs."

NH1 -Behind the Music.

...Juntti put a Modesto spin on a well known scene from Breaking Bad...
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...Pixel artist Lowkek graced us with a Dave doodle...

...and schwick  provided server newcomers with a handy reference sheet.
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We only have so much room in this email every month for a selection of

the community's latest. The rest can be found in the discord server's

#becks_best channel.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

The work never stops and neither do the development updates. See you in

October.

Stellar Jockeys

2711 N Albany Ave #1

Chicago, IL 60647

United States
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